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Why 
Forms? Embed code



Assessment
vs

formativeassessment













Does it count as 
differentiated instruction 
if I print their work on 

different colored 
paper???









bit.ly/Savedbtb

QUIZ

http://bit.ly/Savedbtb


differentiate
      through feedback



As educators, we should work   
overtime to figure out ways to ensure 
that students get more timely feedback 
and opportunities to use it while the 
attempt and effects are still fresh in 
their minds.

-Grant Wiggins







differentiate
            based on each answer



Section 1- Include General Info and the ? 
that will be the basis for differentiation.

Section 2- 
Right! Include 
an extension 
activity.

Section 7- Reflection.  
Submit when complete.
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1. Create a Form
*Do not turn on the quiz feature



2. add sections- one for 
each place you want 
students to go.

* NAme the sections to make the process easier. You can 
always delete the section names later.





3. Create a question to 
determine where 
students will go. 
(multiple choice/dropdown)



4. Traffic Light- Go to 
section based on 
answer.



5. Set each answer choice 
to go to the section 
you want.

* Make sure that each section is set to go where you want, 
as well.  The auto is “continue to next section.”





bit.ly/learncreate

http://bit.ly/learncreate


bit.ly/differentiateforms

Differentiation
    Template

http://bit.ly/differentiateforms




differentiate
            based on score



Created by MaryEllen West
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AutoMastery
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Created by MaryEllen West

AutoMastery

Have you mastered sentence parts?

bit.ly/MEWSLAM
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bit.ly/MEWSLAM

Have you mastered 

sentence parts?

http://bit.ly/MEWSLAM




edtechteam.com

maryellenwest.org
@maryelenderwest

bit.ly/westeval



Evaluate my session in the 
EdTechTeam Events App

● Go to the session
● Tap “Evaluate This Session” at bottom
● Tap, tap, tap to fill out, leave any 

important feedback and submit!

Formative 
Assessment & 
Differentiation


